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Lightning Policy

No. O.46.0 Title Lightning Type Operational
Description This policy is to clarify the responsibilities of Members and Game officials for games involving Milton

Soccer Academy teams at all levels.
Definitions Age of Majority – 19 years of age in Ontario
Acronyms Milton Soccer Academy (MSA); Canadian Soccer Association (CSA); Not Applicable (N/A); Sport

Information Resource Centre (SIRC)
References Environment Canada Lightning Storm 30/30 Rule; SIRC Newsletter; MSA Risk Management; MSA-Risk-

Assessment.doc MSA-Injury-Risk-Assessment.doc
Purpose This Policy clarifies the roles and responsibilities of game officials and MSA Coaches when it comes to

lightning.
Procedure Environment Canada recommends that “If you get caught in a thunderstorm, count the seconds

between a lightning flash and the peal of thunder that follows. If you count 30 seconds or less, the storm
is dangerously close. Find shelter in a house, car or low-lying place. Remain sheltered for 30 minutes
after the thunder stops.”
The Canadian Soccer Association say that “Ultimately the referee has the final say over delaying or
restarting a match due to weather. Waiting to stop play or not waiting to start play may result in a serious
injury or loss of life. Referees are expected to act responsibly when dealing with such events during
matches they are controlling.”
In Youth matches, either competitive or recreational, officials in charge may be under the Age of Majority
and are considered to be minors under the Law. While the officials are in charge of the game, the
coaches, who are adults, are responsible for the health and safety of the players they coach. This can
lead to a potential conflict when it comes to the enforcement of rule for lightning. According to Wahl and
Friedman, as published by SIRC, the coach has a duty of care to their players. If the game official
misjudges the weather conditions, the coach should refuse to field their players, which may result in
disciplinary actions against the coach, however, fielding a team while lightning is still present could
result in charges of criminal negligence being laid against the coach and others, including the MSA.
The MSA Policy concerning lightning is to follow the 30/30 rule of Environment Canada. The coach and
the game official have a shared responsibility to err on the side of safety when it comes to lightning and
to ensure that the 30/30 rule is respected. MSA coaches shall respect this rule for both home games
and away games in other jurisdictions.

Authority Club Head Referee; Club Head Coach; Director at Large (2) Director of Referees; Director at Large (3)
Director of Technical Programs

Cost No cost to implement
Source N/A
Impact None
Rev. date 03/12/2011 Submitted by Mike Miller Status Approved
Attachment http://www.ec.gc.ca/default.asp?lang=En&n=D04DC0DA-1

http://www.canadasoccer.com/referee/pdf/Lightning%20Safety.pdf
http://www.sirc.ca/newsletters/june09/documents/LightningLaw.pdf


